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Abstract8

The effect of globalization and the global spread of English have created a significant demand9

for English all over the world. In China, English is promoted for its value in socioeconomic10

development of the nation to cope with globalization. The demand of English is illustrated in11

the introduction of ?English as a basic requirement for 21stcentury citizens? and early English12

instruction. This paper adopts a Critical Discourse Analysis approach to look into a policy13

document written by the Ministry of Education (MoE) in China. It is concluded that MoE?s14

endorsement of the discourses of globalisation and national development followed by their15

adoption of enhanced English policies fails to pay sufficient attention to resources and policy16

implementation issues. The result is that the implementation efforts are haphazard and do not17

lead to the expected increase in proficiency level.18

19

Index terms— english language education policy; primary english education in china; critical discourse20
analysis; ideology; power relations.21

1 Introduction22

any Asian countries have speeded up the process of English Language Education Policy (ELEP) programs, aiming23
to prepare their citizens for globalization and socioeconomic development. Their recent ELEP programs features24
in early introduction of English and English education for all the citizens (Kaplan et al. 2011). China is no25
exception. In 2001, Chinese Ministry of Education (MoE) issued Guidelines and Basic Requirements for English26
Teaching in Primary Schools (Draft) (2001, hereafter Guidelines), requesting English to be a compulsory subject27
taught from the third grade in primary schools nationwide (Jiang, 2003;Nunan, 2003;Pan, 2015).Curriculums and28
teacher guidebooks were compiled and distributed centrally by the MoE shortly after Guidelines.29

It has been over a decade since the MoE’s implementation of ELEP nationwide in 2001. The discussion on30
Guidelines, especially its implementation in various regions, does not lack the robustness (e.g. Hu, 2002 ??u,31
, 2005;Perez-Milans, 2011; Pan, 2015). These studies have pointed out the limitations and deficiencies of the32
ELEP, including the neglect of local situation, limited teacher training, scarce of qualified teachers and lack of33
education resources. However, there is very limited research that touches upon deeper issues such as language34
ideology, power relations and education equality (with the exception of Perez-Milans, 2011; Guo, 2012;Pan 2015).35
Moving beyond a discussion of policy gaps and deficiencies, my inquiry seeks to uncover hidden assumptions and36
ideologies, and the power relations that shape MoE’s ELEP and its actions towards local educators. More37
importantly, it aims to expose the way discursive practice maintain and reinforce the status quo.38

Within this matter, critical discourse analysis (CDA) provides a solution to critically analysethe inherent39
language ideology and power relationships underneath the policy texts. CDA recognizes that power struggles40
often take the form of discursive practices. Policy texts are therefore an arena to study how relations of power are41
enacted in discourse and led to sorts of consequences (Johnson, 2011). It argues that the discourses of language42
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3 A) TEXTUAL FEATURES OF THE GUIDELINES

policies can hegemonically normalize and legitimize what is acceptable and thinkable, while concomitantly43
delimiting other ??Ricento, 2006).44

In this paper, I will use the principles of CDA to critically analyse the 3000-word text Guidelines i M . My45
study is another serious attempt to find out the inherent ideology and power relationship in policy discourses. It46
will critically examine how policies normalize and legitimize what is acceptable and thinkable for commoners. In47
the next section, I will introduce my methodology. Following that, I shall start analysis of Guidelines, drawing48
on Fairclough’s three-dimensional model. Discussion will be given on the way policy discourse maintain and49
reinforce the status quo. In the concluding part, suggestions are given to more successful implementation of50
ELEP in China and other developing nations.51

2 II. Critical Discourse Analysis: A Theory and Method of52

Analysis53

The concept of power is a central notion in CDA, because discourse is socially consequential thus entwined in54
social power (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997). Power is signalled not only by grammatical forms within text, but55
also by a person or a group of people’s control of a social occasion. As a result, discursive practices can produce56
and reproduce unequal power relations between races, classes, genders and other majorities and minorities. CDA57
analyses ’power’ as central condition in social life that is manifested and challenged in discourse. As Wodak58
argues (2009, p. 11): ’language indexes power, expresses power, is involved where there is a contention over and59
a challenge to power. Power does not derive from language, but language can be used to challenge power, to60
subvert it, to alter distributions of power in the short and long term.’ It is CDA’s aim to point out the hidden61
power relations behind the discursive practices and challenge unequal power relations in making conventionalized62
and stable discursive practices.63

There are various methods for CDA, but my analysis follows Norm Fairclough’s (e.g. 2003, 2009; 2010) three64
dimensional model. His modal argues discourse, and any specific instance of discursive practices, should be seen65
as:66

? A language text, spoken or written,67
? Discourse practice (text production and text interpretation) ? Sociocultural practice. Each dimension68

requires different kind of analysis:69
? The linguistic description of the language text, ? Interpretation of the relationship between the (productive70

and interpretative) discursive processes and the text, ? Explanation of the relationship between the discursive71
processes and the social processes. The three dimensions are interrelated: discourse practice is the link between72
text and sociocultural practices. Let me break down the process: In the first place, the discourse practice (how73
a text is produced or interpreted) depends on the sociocultural practice which the language text is a part of.74
Secondly, the discourse practice shapes the text and leaves ’traces’ in surface features of the text ??Fairclough,75
2010, p. 132). As a result, discourse is both constituted and constitutive. It both shapes and is shaped by76
society: it is socially conditioned by the contexts in which it occurs (discourse practice) and it, at the same time,77
affects the social relationships and identities of people who are participated in these social events (sociocultural78
practices).79

Let me explain the three dimension modal further by linking it with the policy text that I will analyse in this80
paper. A language policy, in particular Guidelines, can be understood and analysed as:81

? The written text in terms of its linguistic features, such as syntax, modal words, argumentation, etc. ? The82
process of interpretation and production of this document, the discourse practices, among people or groups of83
people, e.g. a teachers’ guidebook that explain the language policy document; a parents’ meeting that interprets84
the document. ? The sociocultural practice or the situational, institutional or social context surrounds the85
discourse practices, e.g. the economic situation of the country; the language environment; the education system86
of the country, etc.87

III. Exploring the ’Texture’ of Guidelines88

3 a) Textual features of the Guidelines89

In the beginning of the Guidelines, it is argued that ELEP is to cope with informationization and globalization.90
English is basic requirement for the citizens for it is important for the country’s open up and international91
communication: Extract 1: Learning English is 21 st Century Citizens’ Basic Requirement, direct translation of92
policy extract taken from Guidelines (MoE, 2001, preface).93

1. In today’s word, with information technology as main feature (,) technology 2. develops daily and monthly.94
Social life’s informationization and economic 3. activity’s globalization make foreign languages, especially English,95
increasing 4. daily become our country’s open up and international communication’s 5. important tools. Learning96
and grasping a foreign language is (,) to 21 century 6. citizens (,) basic requirement.97

Extract 1 states that learning English is for the benefit of China’s open up and international communication98
(L4), especially since English is an important tool in informationization and globalization (L2-3). The conclusion99
is that learning and grasping a foreign language is a basic requirement to 21 st century citizen (L5-6). Overall,100
there is an invalid causal link presupposing that if one fact is true then the next is also true. That is to say,101
even English is important (L1-4), it does not necessarily mean learning English is basic English as a Basic102
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Requirement for 21 st century Citizens’: A Critical Discourse Analysis of English Language Education Policy103
in China requirement for all the citizens (L5). For instance, another more valid link would be: English is104
important, and we should have more translators and interpreters expertise in English. Let me break down the105
linguistic description in details. In L1, it uses change of state verbs (develop), which presuppose the factuality of106
a previous state and positive evaluation. By saying technology develops, it presuppose that technology is moving107
ahead and it is good. For instance, a more neutral way to formulate the process would be: technology changes108
(though change is still a change of state verb, it is not evaluative in this case). In L2, the process of technology109
development is depicted as ’daily and monthly’, which implies that technology is moving forward so fast that110
we should do something to not fall behind. L3 also describes that the importance of foreign language, especially111
English, ’increase daily’. L3 also uses ’increasingly’ and ’become’ to presuppose the factuality of a previous state,112
namely ’English is and has already been?important tool’. Another evaluative adjective ’important’ is used in L4113
to attach value to English. Overall, the usage of positive evaluation words in the Extract 1 has built up and114
produced a cumulative effect: English language is depicted as incontestable, indispensable, neutral and valuable115
for China’s socioeconomic development and globalization.116

L4 uses an inclusive pronoun ’our country’, instead of ’your country’ or ’China’, to suggest that the readers117
are positioned as in-group members with the author and thus assuming shared perspectives. By contrast, L5118
seems to use ’21 century citizens’, instead of ’our citizens’ or ’citizens of our country’, to refer to the readers. My119
interpretation is that the text is written in 2001, the conjunctions of two centuries (20 th and 21 st century),120
the usage of 21 st century citizen would make the initiative more timely and thus appear more acutely and121
acceptable. In other words, the text (written in 2001) urges that learning and grasping English is to cope with122
the approaching 21 st century.123

I shall also point out that Extract 1 also features in a widespread elision of human agency. According to124
Fairclough, (2001), it is important to pay attention to both what is ’in’ a text and what is ’left’ out. In this125
sense, Extract 1leaves out human agency by using inanimate nouns and noun-phrases like ’technology’, ’social126
life’s informationization’, ’economic activity’s globalization’ and ’learning and grasping a foreign language’ as the127
agents of verbs. ??airclough (2002, p. 13) suggests that the elision of human agency is a common feature in128
discourses related to topics such as ’new global economy’, ’neo-labourism’, ’knowledge-driven economy’, etc. It129
creates an effect that the responsibility for processes is in accounts of the inanimate subjects. For instance, in130
Extract 1, it seems to imply that the initiative for learning English nationwide is due to technology development,131
informationization, and globalization. It is not the initiative of any politicians (people) or government (groups132
of people). As a result, it is the inanimate subjects mentioned above that require that English to be a basic133
requirement, rather than any people or groups of people. This way, there is nobody in accounts of the initiative134
and consequently not responsible for any faults.135

Overall, Guidelines uses an in valid causal link, change of state verbs, evaluative adjectives, inclusive pronoun,136
rhetorical expression and elisions of human agency to provide the rationales for the English education in primary137
schools nationwide. It tries to appeal to the common sense assumption that English is important in open up and138
international communication, which helps develop the country, otherwise the country will fall behind others in139
the new century.140

4 b) The use of common sense141

Guidelines also uses the common-sense in a rather subtle yet coercive way. It urges that ’21 st century’s citizens’142
need to act immediately so as to catch up with the fast pace of informationization and globalization, which implies143
that readers (local agents in this case) are left behind, backward and incompetent. The usage of common-sense144
concurs with one of the central points of argument for CDA, namely the imbedded coercion in the discourses.145
I shall provide a brief discussion on the critiques of common-sense assumption in CDA field. According to146
Fairclough (2010), coercion exists in physical violence and coercive language. Coercion is also mostly notably147
exercised in consent. Common-sense assumption, according to Fairclough (2001), is a kind of ideology that serves148
for the purpose of coercive discourse. When people rely habitually on common-sense assumptions, the hidden149
power relations are produced, maintained and reinforced in these discourse.150

In Guidelines, ’informationization’ and ’globalization’ is depicted as commonsensical fact. The importance151
of English to ’informationization’ and ’globalization’ is also presented as a ’fact’, which is incontestable. As a152
result, the importance of English language education is naturalized consequently. The process of naturalizing153
and legitimizing the ELEP initiatives appears to present a commonsensical fact. In this way, ELEP has been154
discursively constructed as the indispensable, natural and technical tool for accessing advanced science and155
technology, which is beneficial for coping with ’informationization’ and ’globalization’. In other words, when156
people accept the common-sense as factual, it is then difficult to find out the hidden power relations and coercion157
imbedded in the discourse. ??) Abstraction Guidelines also features in abstraction of highly complex series158
and sets of social events, past, present and predicted. Abstraction is a key point to look at for critical discourse159
analysts. It gauges the degree of abstraction/generalization from concrete events. The concept is firstly introduced160
by Bernstein (1990). According to him, political discourses always present a particular type of social event in161
different networks of social practices and genres. ??airclough (2003, p. 89) develops the concept and argues that162
’in representing a social event, one is incorporating it within the context of another social event?This process163
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6 D) THE USE OF MODAL WORDS

affects how concretely or abstractly social events are represented, whether certain values are evaluated, explained,164
etc.’165

5 Volume XV Issue XI Version I166

In Guidelines, there are abstraction over complex series and sets of social events, such as social life (e.g. instead of167
pointing out what is and what includes in social life), informationization, globalization, massage carrier, human168
life, education, pedagogy, economic construction, social development needs, time development’s requirements.169
There are abstraction of past events (open up), present (English in every aspect of human life; English education’s170
current situation), and predicted (the implication of role of English in informationization and globalization).171
There is also abstraction on the level of structural relations, such as the structural relation between social life’s172
informationization and economy’s globalization and importance of English. The problem of extensive use of173
abstraction here is that it hides away a lot of issues and concerns and naturalizes English as indispensable and174
natural medium for socioeconomic success. For instance, Guidelines abstracts complex series of social events as175
’every aspect of human life’. English is described as being important in ’every aspect of human life’. Arguably,176
English is not important to many people who live in rural areas or who live in the lowest level of social ladder.177
The point here is that English might benefit those who already in a strong economic position and probably live178
in urban areas. English might not be important to ’every aspect of human life’.179

In terms of presence, the only element of events consistently present is forms of activity(informationization,180
globalization, English education, our country’s English scale, education and pedagogy), sometimes with181
abstraction of people (a lot of countries), or abstraction of objects (message carrier, every aspect of human182
life, economic construction and social development needs, profound achievement), more often without.183

Moreover, the abstracted concepts (e.g. informationization, globalization, a lot of countries, social develop-184
ment, profound achievement) are not ordered or located in time and place, as if these events are indifference185
to time and place. In terms of time, English is set in a timeless frame of ’informationization, globalization’186
and universal place frame of ’a lot of countries, every aspect of human life’. In terms of space, since ’a lot of187
countries?all make English education as important part for quality education’, ’our country’s English’ should do188
the same.189

Overall, Guidelines shows a highly abstracted feature of complex series and sets of social events and the190
structural relationship between them. ??airclough (2003, p. 141) refers this sort of policy documents as one191
genre of governance. He points out that, in these policy documents, there will be a high degree of abstraction192
from and generalization across concrete events, and that causal and temporal relations will be specified between193
these abstraction. Such policy documents are important in linking scales-generalising over many local cases194
(and-a standard critique-thereby supressing difference) to make claims which have policy implications nationally195
or internationally.196

The abstraction of complex series and sets of events and its relationship helps to make the proliferation197
of similar expressions in other policy documents. It helps to legitimate the importance of English in China198
nationwide. Arguably, globalization, informationization, English education are all very complicated matter.199
They should be examined within specific contexts, providing specific time, space, agents, etc. The initiative of200
English education in primary schools nationwide is arguably a much more complex matter that deserves more201
explanation, reasons and legitimacy than abstracted assumption of ’globalization and informationization or social202
development needs’. I will elaborate on this point further in this paper.203

6 d) The use of modal words204

Apart from the use of change of state verbs, evaluative adjectives, inclusive pronoun, rhetorical expression and205
elisions of human agency, Guidelines also uses modal words to express the obligation, requirement and permission.206
According to Fairclough (2001Fairclough ( , 2003)), modal words say a lot about the power relations between207
the stakeholders. According to Halliday (1994), modality is the speaker’s judgment of the obligations involved208
in what he/she says and it is the expression of the speaker’s opinions. It is worth pointing out that judgment209
might not be explicit. However, even in cases where the judgment is only implied, the speakers’ values can still210
be read and told through the analysis of the modal operators they use. Three values are attached to the speaker’s211
judgment of the obligation to various extents, while there are different modal operators to express the judgment:212

? High (required): must, need, have to, is to, ought to;213
English as a Basic Requirement for 21 st century Citizens’: A Critical Discourse Analysis of English Language214

Education Policy in China215
? Media (supposed): will, would, shall, should;216
? Low (allowed): may, could, might, can There are also modal operators in Chinese language. According to217

Ross and Ma (2006), obligations can be strong or weak. Strong modal words are always used in pronouncements218
and in other formal spoken and written contexts. The modal verbs used to express weak obligations associated219
with social or moral responsibilities, and they can be used in both formal and informal contexts. There is a brief220
characterization of the force of the words used to express obligation:221

? Strong obligation: must, have to (b ixu, bi dei, dei) ? Weak obligation: should, ought to (yinggai, ying dang,222
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ying, hui, keneng, neng) Chinese modal verbs, like English, can express negative obligations or prohibitions, when223
modal words are used in negation form:224

? Are not allowed to, should not (bukeyi)225
? Cannot (buneng)226
? Must not?not allowed (buxu) In Guidelines, different levels of modal operators are used throughout the227

texts to express the speakers’ opinions on the degrees of the obligation and responsibility they require of the228
readers. Some examples of different degrees of modal operators are enlisted below (I have highlighted the modal229
operators in bold):230

? Newly compiled textbooks ought to be evaluated and approved by our ministry (of education). ?231
Implementing English in primary schools ought to obey the rule of ’short sessions, high frequency’. Modal232
operators distinguish different levels or degree of commitment to truth on the one hand and obligation/necessity233
on the other. For instance, in the above examples ’Newly compiled textbooks ought to be evaluated and approved234
by our ministry (of education)’ shows very strong commitment the writer makes, for example, in contrast to235
’newly compiled textbooks might/probably/possibly be evaluated and approved by our ministry’. The point236
here is modal operators can represent different ways of doing of these, which make different commitments. The237
important question is: who has the socially ratified power of making strong commitments using the modal238
operators? Why? It is clear that the MoE has the socially ratified power of making strong commitments using239
the modal operators. The reason, I believe, using different levels of modal operators, MOE has declared its240
authoritative position clearly in a hierarchical way.241

To prove my contention, I will first provide a brief analysis of modality and the manifested social relation.242
From different levels of commitment, strong or week, writers make commitment over their relationship with243
others. As Fairclough (2001, p. 166) argues, ’modality choices in texts can be seen as part of the process of244
texturing self-identity. But this goes on in the course of social process, so that the process of identification is245
inevitably inflected by the process of social relation.’ Let us go back to the example I just mentioned. In saying246
’newly compiled textbooks ought to be evaluated and approved by our ministry (of education)’, the MoE does so247
as an authoritative and national institution giving authoritative information about ELEP to local policy agents248
who read the policy as a guideline for education reform. In this way, the texturing of identity is thoroughly249
imbedded in the texturing of social relations. By using excessive modal operators, the MoE has self-identified250
itself, in relation to its readers, as authoritative and prestigious. In this way, the top-down relationship between251
the MoE and local policy agents get reinforced and sustained through policy discourses. In this way, the MoE252
declares its authoritative power over local education bureaus, schools and teachers.253

It is to note that, the MoE, in turn follows the instruction of the State Council, as manifested in the extract254
bellow: there are words directly express that the policies deriving from the State Council, the supreme political255
entity, must be implemented. In other words, there are very explicit textual items that depict the hierarchical256
power relationship between MoE and the local stakeholders: In Extract 2, the discursive connective ’in accordance257
with’ (L1) followed by noun groups referring to the ideological guidelines of the State Council (’State Council’s258
decisions on deepening Education Reform and Fully Promoting Quality Education’ and ”State Council’s Decisions259
on reform and Development in Basic Education’) represents the rest of the elements in the text as semantically260
subordinated. The predicative actions continue to emphasize the agent role of political authorities ’Ministry261
of Education’ (L3). Furthermore, the semantic relationship, from State Council’s guidelines to the emanating262
actions launched by MoE (’promoting’ and ’adjusting’ in L4), further strengthens the semantic authorization263
of these actions by placing them in a topdown hierarchical scheme. In this way, the top-down and hierarchical264
power relationship in Chinese education management is reinforced, sustained and maintained in the discourses265
(as presented in Figure 1). In this section, I have pointed out that the policy text has described English266
as incontestable, natural and requires for the socio-cultural development of the country. It also maintains267
and reinforces the absolute power of the MoE over the local agents. The hierarchical power relations in268
China’s education system is maintained and reinforced through the discourse (Figure 1). In what follows, I269
shall frame the textual analysis in social analysis which can consider bodies of texts regards their effects on270
power relations. This concurs with Fairclough’s three dimensional modal, in which the three processes, namely271
textual analysis, discourse analysis and sociocultural analysis, are interrelated. That is to say, I have attributed272
causal effects to linguistic forms above, now I will examine the effects through a careful account of meaning and273
context. In particular, I will find whether this sort of account of the ’English for everyone in globalization and274
informationization’ is widespread in a particular type of text. I will also propose the level of the influence of such275
texts by looking at their wide national distribution and the extent to which they are ’intertextually’ incorporated276
in other texts, particularly in media.277

7 IV. Text as ’Discursive Practice’: Examining the Intertextu-278

ality in the Guideline279

In this article, I have used CDA to analyse the imbedded messages in the policy documents on the legitimization280
of the ELEP nationwide. The assumption that ’globalization and informationization’ is mediated through the281
network of texts, which is then used in different domains through genre chains: education, basic education, and282
English in primary schools. One important reason for the mediation at work is the abstraction of events and set283
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8 B) REINFORCEMENT OF THE ASSUMPTION IN GENRE CHAINS

of events. Guidelines was written in this background. For this reason, Guidelines and some other texts written284
for the education reform refer the initiative for English education nationwide as providing the important tool to285
meet the needs of social development in China for globalization and informationization.286

For instance, State Council’s Decisions on Reform and Development in Basic Education (1999, p. 1, hereafter287
Decisions) begins that ’today’s word, scientific economy shows its first signs, and competitions of power among288
countries increase daily. ?which raises more urgent requirements for cultivating and making our country’s 21st289
new generation’.290

Likewise, according to the Programme for Curriculum Reform of Basic Education (MoE, 2000, p. 1, hereafter291
Programme), the overarching document of educational reform in China, the reason for the reform in basic292
education is that ’the overall standard of the basic education is not high enough, the current practice in basic293
education cannot meet the needs of the social development in China.’ As a result, to meet the needs of the social294
and economic development in China, basic education should be reformed to develop a new generation or human295
resource. The young generation is thus educated to meet the needs of the social development in China.296

As mentioned above, the account of coping with today’s China with informationization and globalization is297
indeed a direct reporting of the policy documents written by more powerful people or institutions, such as Present298
Jiang and State Council. Reporting is the way we quote an important discursive feature is reporting, which refers299
to the way texts report, quote, claim and reproduced what was actually said or written in other texts. There300
are four types of reporting, i.e. direct reporting, indirect reporting, free indirect reporting and narrative report301
of speech act. Without further going into these types of reporting in details, I shall focus on the direct reporting302
here, for it is the linguistic feature in Guidelines. Direct reporting is defined by Fairclough (2003, p. 49) as303
the ’quotation, purportedly the actual words used, in quotation marks, with a reporting clause’. It is also a key304
indicator of the intertextual links among texts. Intertextuality refers that for any particular text or type of text,305
there is a set of other texts and a set of voices which are potentially relevant and potentially incorporated into306
the text. This intertextual links between texts is one of the key areas of study for Critical Discourse Analysis307
(CDA). Direct reporting of others in the text shows the relationship between authorial account and attributed308
speech. By directly quoting the account of ’informationization and globalization’, the Guidelineshas indicated a309
close, affiliated and subordinated relationship of the MoE and State Council.310

Let me explain further. Overall, the Extract 1 from Guidelines foregrounds legitimation through semantic311
relations of clauses. In the first clause, ’today’s world’ is the condition for the rest of the extract. Since it is a312
direct quote from the more powerful institutions and people, as I have mentioned above, the fact that it sees the313
direct quote as the condition for the rest of the policy initiatives shows the imbedded relationship of the MoE and314
its upper level policy makers. In other words, direct quotes from President Jiang: speech and the State Council’s315
documents provide legitimation for the rest of the policy initiative in Extract 1. It is only with this condition,316
being backed-up and proved by President Jiang and the State Council, will the MoE and its policy work.317

The legitimization, throughout the Extract 1, is not explicit and present. Rather, as I have analyzed above, it is318
foregrounded and laid out gradually. The extract indicates that if others accept that the national implementation319
of ELEP, they are more likely to accept it if they realize that the policy is initiated and supported by President320
Jiang and the State Council. In other words, being in line with the President and State Council, as indicated321
by the use of direct quotation from the national policy as the condition for the policy initiative, provides the322
legitimacy for the policy of implementing English education nationwide. To put the point in a commonsensical323
way, because the MoE has been supported by the President and the State council, its decision becomes legitimate324
and rationalized. The initiative of ELEP in this sense is not supported by detailed or careful empirical research.325
It is rather a political order from the State Council. As a result, the policy is centralised and is not consultative326
of the local schools or teachers. I will come back to this point shortly in this article.327

In the above analysis, I have pointed out that the assumption of the ’learning English for its importance to328
nation-development’ is widespread in a particular type of text. These include very influential texts produced329
by the State Council, MoE, the President’s speech, and so forth. In a sense, they almost become a technology330
develops vigorously, knowledge-driven set of laws to obey by local agents. In what follows, I will also try and331
gauge the influence of such texts by looking at their wide national distribution and the extent to which they are332
’intertextually’ reinforced by genre chains and abstraction.333

8 b) Reinforcement of the assumption in genre chains334

In Extract 1 and 2, the values and functions of English is described as ’the most important carriers of information’,335
’the most widely used language’, ’an important tool in opening up and international communication for our336
nation’. The initiate for learning English are that ’the informationization of social life and globalization of the337
economy has strengthen the importance of English.’ From the speech in the 15th National Congress, to the State338
Council Decision (1999), to MoE’s Programme (2001) and Guidelines (2001), the initiative (a kind of discourse)339
change the genres from speech, to political documents, to curriculum (more academically based). Fairclough340
(2003) refers to the transformation of genres as genre chains. According to him ??Fairclough, 2001, p. 31):341
’These are different genres which are regularly linked together, involving systematic transformation from genre to342
genre. Genre chains contribute to the possibility of actions which transcend differences in space and time, linking343
together social events in different social practices, different countries, and different times, facilitating capacity for344
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’action at a distance’ which has been taken to be a defining feature of contemporary ’globalization’ and therefore345
facilitating the exercise of power.’346

The 15th National Congress of CPC (1997, 12 Sep-18 Sep) was limited to little more than 2500 audiences,347
consists of CPC members, members of other parties, representatives of religions, etc. President Jiang made the348
opening and closing speeches, in which he said the country need education reform and technological innovation349
given the globalization and informationization in the 21st century. Recordings were not allowed during the350
meeting. Jiang’s transcript was later edited and released as a report by Xinhua agency, the party-sponsored state351
media in China. Shortly after Xinhua’s release of the report, other mass media, government owned and private,352
soon distributed the report through print, radio, television, and the Internet. There were ’learning meetings’ that353
pass the spirit within CPC department in each institute, television programs and newspapers that interpret the354
report. In a lot of domains, such as meetings and media, the expression is used to describe the need for innovation355
and reform. For instance, shortly after the 15th National Congress, a Scientific Innovation Meeting was held in356
Beijing in 1999, which uses the same expression (Today’s world, technology develops daily and monthly, with357
hitechnology as main features). In other words, Jiang’s speech is of local scale, with limited audiences discussing358
on limited issues. Yet, reports of this sort, given by powerful gatekeeper who can exert influence through mass359
media, can circulate regionally and nationally. In other words, through the mediation of mass media, it manages360
to become more powerful discourse. In this process, the follow-up is of reinforcing the gatekeepers’ ideas rather361
than discussion.362

I shall briefly introduce the concept of mediation for a moment. Mediation, according to Fairclough (2002,363
p. 30), ’involves the ”movement of meaning” from one social practice to another, from one event to another,364
from one text to another’. This implies that mediation happen within networks of texts or chains of genres365
(as I have mentioned above). Fairclough (2003, p. 219) further points out that mediation often makes use366
of copying technologies, such as print, broadcasting, internet, which disseminate communication and preclude367
real interaction between ’sender’ and ’receiver’. Modern world depends largely on mediation which involves the368
expanded capacity for groups of people to act upon and shape the actions of others over considerable distances369
of space and time.370

As argued above, the genre chains manage to infuse ideas (globalization, technology development, information-371
ization), inculcate ideology (through mass media) and enact change (e.g. ’learning meetings’, ELEP nationwide,372
etc.). It does so by managing to control various (local, regional, national, global) contexts of discourse use.373
Contexts, according to Van Dijk (2007), are crucial in discourse use and in relation of discourse access, control374
and power. He defines contexts as the mentally represented structure of those properties of the social situation375
that are relevant for the production or comprehension of discourse. In another occasion ??Van Dijk, 2001, p.376
357), he points out that context ’consists of such categories as the overall definition of the situation, setting (time377
and place), ongoing actions (including discourses and discourse genres), participants in values communicative,378
social, or institutional roles, as well as their mental representations: goals, knowledge, opinions, attitudes, and379
ideologies.’ According to him, controlling context involves control over one or more of these categories. For380
example, the powerful might control over or have access to contexts by defining the goals of the social actions,381
the time and space of the communicative event or the participants who may or must be present.382

The discourse of ’globalization and informationization’ and its justification of ELEP nationwide is reinforced383
again and again through its use in different contexts, until the point that it appears as a ’common-sense384
assumption’ or a reality that would not be argued against. To start, globalization and English as a Basic385
Requirement for 21 st century Citizens’: A Critical Discourse Analysis of English Language Education Policy386
in China informationizationare very complicated and contentious issues. For instance, Fiarclough (2002, p. 47)387
points out that globalization is always taken for granted yet ’there is a need to redress imbalances of power388
in the way in which international trade in increasing’, especially for some third world countries. I will not go389
through the detailed discussion on (assumed) globalization, since it is not my focus. What I want to point out390
(also secondly), globalization and informationization (even it may be a prevalent phenomenon) do not necessarily391
mean English should be taught nationwide (my emphasis). In other words, the discourse and its genre chains392
manage to presuppose/assume an invalid causal effect (Globalization and informationization are going on, so393
English should taught nationwide) through reinforcing the discourse again and again and through its use in394
different contexts.395

9 c) Reinforcement of the assumption through recontextualiza-396

tion397

I have analysed above that the assumption is partly reinforced through genre chains and its use of discourse398
in various contexts (local, regional and national). I have also pointed out above that the assumption is indeed399
based on an invalid causal effect that globalization and informationization are going on, so English should taught400
nationwide. Here, I will analyse the reinforcement of the assumption through recontextualization Let me have401
a brief discussion on recontextualization for a moment. The analysis of recontextualization is very important in402
CDA, for it shows how certain ideas, ideology, suppression and hegemony maintained and reinforced through the403
discourses (Bernstein, 1990; ??odak, 2009, Wodak andFairclough 2010). According to Linnell (1998, in Lin, 2013,404
p. 5), recontextualization is ’the dynamic transferand-transformation of something from one discourse/text-in-405
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context (the context being in reality a matrix or field of contexts) to another. Recontextualization involves406
the extrication of some part or aspect from a text or discourse, or from a genre of texts or discourses, and407
the fitting of this part or aspect into another context, i.e., another text or discourse (or discourse genre) and408
its use and environment.’ Linnel’s definition seems to focus on recontextualization happens within discourses,409
or recontextualization of discourse/text-in-context from text(s) to text(s). Take the concept ’globalization’ for410
instance. The recontextualization of globalization can mean the transformation of the concept through different411
discourses (texts) or the representation of the concept in differ networks of social practices. In Jiang’s report412
(1997), English education was not mentioned. Jiang said: ’In today’s word? knowledge-driven economy shows413
its first signs which foresees that human beings economic and social life will have new and magnificent change..’414
Then he went on to point out ten aspects that need to be reformed: market, education, technology, political415
science, etc. The SC’s Decisions (1999) then recontextualizes the discourse (globalization, informationization416
in 21st China) to all education sectors, ranging from primary education, secondary school, higher education,417
special education, adult education, etc. Programme (MoE, 2000) then recontextualizes the discourse to basic418
education reform, which involves pre-school, nine-year compulsory education from elementary to junior high419
school, standard senior high school education, special education for disabled children, and education for illiterate420
people. Guidelines (MoE, 2001) ?English in Primary Schools421

In the last three sections, I have analysed the way the government legitimizes their decisions through422
linguistic expressions, genre chains and recontextualization. More specifically, the initiative of ’implementing423
ELEP nationwide’ is based on the abstraction and assumption of ’meeting the demands for globalization and424
informationization’. Although the analysis above is limited to the policy discourses in question, the legitimization425
of reforms based on the argument of ’globalization’, ’knowledge-driven economy’ or ’informationization’ is not426
limited to the ELEP in China. ??ariclough (2002) provides several examples in which politicians (e.g. Tony Blair),427
experts (e.g. Rosabeth Kanter from Harvard Business School) and organizations (e.g. World Economic Forum;428
BBC; European Council) would legitimize their initiatives and ideas based on the abstraction of ’globalization’429
and ’neo-capitalism’.430

At this point, one might ask: in what way does the assumption and abstraction of ’meeting the needs for431
globalization and informationization’ matter in reality? Or, what impact could the legitimization (largely based432
on assumption and abstraction) bring or potentially bring? The next section will evaluate the influence and cost433
of Guidelines as a socio-political discourse.434

10 V. Sociopolitical Discourse Analysis435

The implementation of ELEP nationwide by 2001 is, without doubt, a very time and money consuming business.436
Given the lack of data from the government (there is not open-accessed data from the government), I cannot give437
a specific number for the budget of this national decision (one might argue, this indicates the lack of negotiation438
and participation from the people as citizens, since this information should be entitled to people as tax-payers).439
As a result, I will use several figures to roughly give a feel of the scale and cost of such decisions.440

From 2012 to 2013, the annual national education budget is 3.88 trillion, counting 4% of the gross domestic441
product. By 2011, there are 254,000 primary schools in China (MoE, 2014). Each school needs to provide442
educational resources for English teaching, including teachers, technic support, textbooks, student’ workbooks,443
etc ii Without doubt, implementing ELEP nationwide is a very expensive matter for a big country like China.444
One would argue that the decision should be based on discrete empirical analysis that considers the needs, the445
possibility, the feasibility, the cost, the effect, the necessity of implementing ELEP nationwide. By and large, it446
should be a careful decision based on valid analysis of contexts and local regions. However, numerous studies447
have shown that ELEP nationwide in 2001 was a hasty decision that does not take full consideration of local448
needs and abilities. Nunan(2003) comments that the state policy is top-down, assumption-based and hasty, since449
there were no . Needlessly to say, the decision of implementing English education nationwide is very expensive to450
the government. Meanwhile, since English is implemented nationwide, parents tend to provide financial support451
for their children by hiring tutors and sending children to private institutions. learners can do better, because452
of their greater cognitive development. For most Chinese children in China, the basis for their advantage over453
adult learners (a long period extensive exposure in L2 context) is not likely to be the case. Since most of the454
children in China can only get English classes from 1-4 hours per week (very limited exposure), the effect of early455
introduction of English education nationwide is highly unlike to be successful. Ellis (2010), a decade after the456
implementation of ELEP China nationwide, concludes that the implement of ELEP in China is extremely patchy457
and unlikely to be successful given the limited exposure of English language for most Chinese students.458

11 VI.459

12 Conclusion460

In this paper. I use principles of critical discourse analysis (CDA) to examine the English Language Education461
Policies (ELEP), such as the analysis of recontextualization, abstraction, assumption, common sense and modal462
operators, to analyse Guidelines, in terms of the textual features, discourse practice and socio-political discourses.463

Following the three dimension modal ??Fairclough, 1989(Fairclough, , 2001) and other CDA, in each theme,464
my analysis is carried out through three interrelated processes: a. the linguistic description of the features of the465
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policy texts; b. the interpretation of the discourse practice, or how people interpret and produce the discourse;466
c. the way policy practice and texts are shaped by the sociocultural contexts. a. the policy texts (written, oral467
or multimodal); b. the discourse practice (how policy texts are interpreted and produced by people or groups468
of people); c. the sociocultural practice, or the situational, institutional, societal contexts, which shapes the469
discourse practice and in which the policy texts is a part of.470

My analysis fits with the central argument of CDA. To use the words of Wodak, (1996, p. 15), Describing471
discourse as social practice implies a dialectical relationship between a particular discursive event and situation(s),472
institution(s) and social structure(s) which frame it: the discursive event is shaped by them, but it also shapes473
them. That is, English as a Basic Requirement for 21 st century Citizens’: A Critical Discourse Analysis of474
English Language Education Policy in China discourse is socially constituted, as well as socially conditioned-it475
constitutes situations, objects of knowledge and the social identities of and relationships between people and476
groups of people. It is constitutive both in the sense that it helps sustain and reproduce the social status quo,477
and in the sense that it contributes to transforming it. In my analysis, I have identified how ideology and power478
is maintained, sustained and reinforced in the discourse, while discourse, in turn, sustain and maintain the socio-479
political contexts. In particular, I have analysed through this paper that the policy texts have depicted English480
as a natural, incontestable, neutral an indispensable tool that is linked to China’s economic development and481
personal benefits. This depiction of English is interlocks with the argument that English is timely needed to cope482
with informationization and globalization. The interlocking connections between ELEP and globalization make483
the competition on the terrain of English being naturalized. The importance of English and the competition484
in the terrain of English further legitimize and reinforce the MoE as a national guidance/leader/decision maker485
in controlling the local policy agents, who are in caparison with the authoritative and prestigious status of the486
MoE, become incompetent and inferior.487

Policies define how we are to act and by what rules we must abide (Fairclough, 2006). Through policies,488
we come to be socialized in many ways into what is thinkable and unthinkable. Policy and political discourse489
represents the authoritative allocations of values and goals and socially situated representation of the world. In490
the analysis of the policy discourses in this article, I have identified the way discourse maintain, sustain and491
reinforce its ideological control and message. It examines how political power constructs and is constructed by492
larger social practices.493

Drawing on Fairclough’s dialectical-relational approach, I have used text analysis, processing analysis and494
social analysis to analyse the hierarchical structure manifested in the policy discourses. The analysis shows that495
MOE sees itself as an authoritative government branch that gives out orders for the lower branches to follow. The496
hierarchical structure in Chinese educational policy process is clearly identified (Figure 1). I also point out that497
the policy maker in upper level is presented as a face-less organization, which makes it authoritative, untouchable498
and unquestionable. As a result, the mysterious organization becomes more authoritative and unquestionable.499

It is to note that the absolute power of the national educational government is not unique to China. This500
is why my article has implication larger that the context of Chinese primary English education. Kaplan et501
al. (2011) discuss the reasons for the failure of primary second/foreign language programmes in Asian. One502
of the reasons they find is that the language planning always features in the dictate and absolute power of the503
educational government. It is not consultative of the local schools and teachers, who are always minimised as mere504
implementers. As a result, the language policy and planning desired and designed by the national government505
always does not fit with reality. As in the case of the Chinese ELEP, result is that the implementation efforts are506
haphazard and do not lead to the expected increase in proficiency level. In this sense, the national government507
should listen to the voices of the local schools and teachers. It is only among schools and teachers will the policy508
make a difference in reality. Teachers always have some expertise in the LPP matter. Secondly, the national509
government should take responsibility in addressing related policy issues on the system levels, such as national510
examine system, university enrolment policy and education resource allocation system. It is rather unfair for the511
local educators and teachers to take the blame of the lack of success in Chinese ELEP.512

Thirdly, successful implementation of the policy relies on the careful and cautious planning of the language513
policy in the first place. As I have mentioned, Chinese ELEP is not well researched before its implementation.514
It is largely a political order that is not consultative of the teachers nor does it take full account of the education515
reality in the diverse and vast territory of China. The amount of time allocated in school curriculum, in a lot of516
Asian countries, is often grossly inadequate to achieve the desired language fluency ??Kaplan, et al. 2011a). The517
early introduction to English is not panacea for success English language education. The introduction of English518
education nationwide is not panacea for the socio-development of China in globalization. As a result, the hasty519
decision in language policy might lead to a waste of resources.520
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enough qualified teachers available when the policy was implemented. Li (2009) also points out that the521
language competence of English teachers, especially in suburban and rural areas, shows that they are not ready522
for the policy to be implemented nationwide. Hu (2008) goes to four schools in Wenzhou area, two of the schools523
are wealthy and two of them are less privileged. Hu considered implementation in terms of 1. Provision for524
English classes; 2. Time allocated to English classes; 3. Availability of trained English teachers; 4.Environmental525
support for English within the school; and 5.Parental support. Hu concludes that the extent to which policy was526
being successfully implemented in China was very varied. ??u (2008, p. 533) notes that there are a serious teacher527
shortage in some schools, and there are a considerable disparity among schools in the implementation of policy528
and that this could reinforce and perpetuate social stratification. His final verdict was ’it can be argued that the529
policy was implemented prematurely’. Guo (2012) also show similar findings in Chinese more developed coastal530
areas as well, which suggests that issue is not restricted to developing areas but prevails in a larger scale. Primary531
schools have to offer English teaching in primary schools according to the national policy requirements, however,532
there is no consequential and sufficient teacher training to allow teachers manage the teaching in reality. The533
language competence and skills of the teachers are even less sufficient in inland cities and rural areas, especially534
given their limited government funds.535

By and large, ELEP in China in 2001 was a hasty decision, without the support of valid analysis and empirical536
research. A part from the argument of ’to prepare China for globalization and informationization’, another537
initiative for the ELEP is that early introduction of English is thought to bring better learning results. I shall538
briefly discuss the fallacy behind this initiative.539

According to Krashen et al. ??1979 ?? , p.161, in Ellis, 2010, p. 11), p. 11), the key opponents of English540
immersion programmes, there are three conclusions on language acquisition:541

? Adults proceed through the early stages of syntactic and morphological development faster than children542
(where time and exposure are held constant). ? Older children acquire more quickly than younger children (again,543
in the early stages of syntactic and morphological development where time and exposure are held constant). ?544
Acquirers who begin natural exposure to a second language during childhood achieve higher secondlanguage545
proficiency than those beginning as adults.546

Chinese national ELEP is largely based on the third composition, which is always simplified as ’the earlier to547
start English education, the better outcome’. However, the real difference lies in naturalist learners and in school-548
based learners. As Ellis (2010, p. 11) rightly points out, the advantage that children have over adult learners549
only becomes evident in contexts where the learners have extensive exposure to the L2 over a long period of time.550
For the implicit language knowledge, such as pronunciation and oral English, the young learners might acquire551
English faster after a long period of extensive exposure in L2 context. For the explicit language knowledge, such552
as grammar text, old553
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